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“CDP also has successfully advanced larger 
USAID objectives and strategic priority areas.”

- CDP Independent Evaluation Team

CDP Implementors



Through the CDP, USAID provides support to U.S.-
based cooperative development organizations (CDOs) 
through a competitive grant program. The CDP enables 
the expertise and resources of established cooperative 
organizations to meet the needs of local overseas 
cooperatives and member-owned businesses.

Today, the CDP is an $18.5M competitive 
grant program managed by the Development, 
Democracy and Innovation Bureau (DDI) at USAID, 
providing funding to 11 CDO implementing partners.

These CDOs implement activities in a 
variety of value chains and focus on a range of 
cooperative development issues across 17 countries. 
The current grant cycle began in 2018 and will end  
in 2023.

Findings
The evaluation team concluded USAID should 
continue implementing the CDP and retain the  
five-year funding cycle.

1. CDP successes were due to staff 
commitment by implementers, 
program flexibility and partnerships 
that developed.

2. CDP adds considerable value  
to program stakeholders due to  
its flexibility and emphasis  
on experimentation.

3. CDP also has successfully 
advanced larger USAID objectives 
and strategic priority areas, 
including economic growth and 
trade; global health; democracy, 
human rights, and governance; and 
public-private partnerships.

4. CDP implementing partners and 
OCDC should invest sufficient 
resources to disseminate lessons 
learned under the CDP internally 
or with the wider cooperative 
development community.

Much of this value is due to the partnerships 
the program allows stakeholders to build with 
cooperatives supported under the program, 
as well as external organizations seeking to 
further cooperative development. Self-sufficient 
cooperative enterprises are created that meet 
the evolving needs of their members and 
contribute to the quality of members’ lives, to 
their communities and their nation.

USAID has supported 
cooperative development 

as part of its foreign  
aid program for over  

four decades.

The evaluation team 
concluded the CDP 

achieved notable success 
meeting its vision.

According to the 
evaluation, the CDP 
adds considerable 
value to program 

stakeholders.
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